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Dear Valued Customer,

Through lots of change and uncertainty, we pray your independent

pharmacy has conquered the challenges of this year and you are now

stronger than ever. 

We know as independent pharmacies, like many other businesses, the

need to pivot has been essential in your survival during these uncertain

times. And, many of you have not just survived but thrived as you have

grown your personal ties within your community and o�ered incredible,

personalized customer service that corporate chains just cannot o�er.

In addition, we are seeing many independent pharmacies have learned that

their reliance on prescription revenues must be shared with a structure

that can also concentrate on a focus of o�ering high demand and recurring

products.

For decades at Ixthus Medical Supply, we have provided and o�ered these

products up to 40% less than your Drug wholesaler. Bringing back local has

made its way into our communities and we encourage you to get in front of

your communities and stock up.

Our focus at Ixthus Medical Supply continues to be providing sound

solutions to the unique needs of independent pharmacies like yours,

especially in years like 2020. We o�er what other wholesalers may have

long forgotten; good judgment, personal assistance, and unwavering

dependability as we assist in today's rapidly changing environment.  

As your trusted provider of diabetic supplies, we promise to o�er you the

best customer service, answering all of your questions and assuring the

items you need are always in stock, delivered on time at remarkable prices.
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We understand the unique needs of the independent pharmacist and we

care. Whether it’s your �rst time ordering from us or you have been a

faithful customer of Ixthus Medical Supply for many years, we appreciate

you as you strive to meet the unique needs of those who walk through

your doors. Our goal is always to work closely with your team to provide

the medical supplies and support you need to o�er excellent, ongoing care

for your customers.

We look towards the future with hope! And, we look forward to serving you

and your pharmacy with the same quality service you have come to expect

since 1968.

Karl Kunstman

President

www.IxthusMedical.com

(262) 878-9008 
 

"Be joyful in hope, patient in a�iction, faithful in prayer."

Romans 12:12

With over 30 million Americans living with diabetes, we know it’s important

for your pharmacy to have supplies readily available so you can best

support your customers as they manage their diabetes. Order from an

assortment of our most popular diabetic test strips by the most trusted

brand names, including:

One Touch

Aviva Plus

Freestyle

TrueMetrix

Contour Next

We guarantee competitive pricing and quick delivery.
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